Thanks bob

To the Pointer,

The UWSP has always stressed student involvement and student leadership. Over the last four years, Bob Kung has exemplified that involvement. Bob has been a member of the University Activities Board as a committee member, as a chairman of a committee and as President of the University Activities Board. Bob’s dedication in student programming reaches beyond campus to national organizations like the National Entertainment Conference and the Association of College Unions International. His ideas and energy have been instrumental in the accomplishments of UAB and will be sorely missed. He has been a fine campus leader with many accomplishments behind him; his absence will be felt.

We hope that this, in some small way, will say thank-you to Bob Kung for his many efforts.

University Activities Board

Shop talk

To the Pointer,

Registration has begun for the Campus Leadership Workshop. The workshop will be held Thursday through Friday, August 26-28, at the Waunauk School Forest. Brochures are available and registration is open at the Student Activities Office.

The cost for the weekend including two nights lodging and six meals is $25.

The workshop will emphasize the great variety of leadership styles, decision making, and the operational needs of campus organizations. Other session areas will be covered including motivation, continuity, recruitment, homecoming organization, and the areas of special interest groups. Also scheduled are recreational activities ranging from swimming in an evening with wine and cheese and free time. Final registration will be held August 30th between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. in anticipation of a 9:30 departure. Participants are scheduled to arrive back on campus at noon on the 28th.

We would like to encourage all campus leaders and potential leaders to register for this workshop. In the past it has been instrumental in providing leadership training and increasing organizational communication for over 60 of our campus leaders and has helped retain the high quality student leadership this campus has enjoyed for a number of years.

For more information or content suggestions, contact the Student Activities Office, 2nd floor, University Center (phone: 364-4353). Planning Committee.

Campus Leadership Workshop

Mutant miffed

To the Pointer,

In response to Steve Hamilton’s rebuttal concerning Trivia, after reading his letter I felt a few points had to be clarified concerning the Mutated Members complaint. The lack of constructive criticism received from Triviabuffs is no doubt, frustrating. But if Mr. Hamilton has ever been on a Trivia team I’m sure he realizes that the tense of competition runs high. And in the heat of this competition emotions flare and can be aggravated by a scoring problem and lasted the duration of the contest.

Just as our first letter reflected frustration and, perhaps, an overreaction, so did Hamilton’s response. Let’s put aside our tempers and talk constructively about Trivia.

I believe Hamilton misconceived or complained concerning the Bicentennial questions. I agree it was a good idea for a majority of those questions concerned Wisconsin and Madison, and resulted in a mad dash to dial and make one of 38 guesses. This could have been corrected by using a broader spectrum of American History as a basis for Bicentennial questions. This same idea follows through to the sports, radio, and TV questions. Sports questions dealt with baseball and the questions concerning radio and TV had their main emphasis on sponsors of early programs, leaving in mind that all teams have different sources and systems it would be fair to give all an even chance by spreading the questions over a less restricted area.

I was surprised to see Mr. Hamilton use the word aptly concerning the first letter. Writing, in itself, to complain is not a pathy as the dictionary defines it. Neither does it seem to me the hundreds of people and teams who played to be bumped into one big group of drunken, bitchy and obnoxious people. What about those who did behave themselves and did have a good attitude? Remember Trivia in Stevens Point is bigger than Hamilton and the Mutated Members.

We all hope Trivia lives on. The Mutated Members will return as will countless other teams. Another Mutated Member.

Women wronged

To the Pointer,

Now that student government elections are over, there have been no problems or campaign promises to be fulfilled. Let’s see these dreams become reality.

Recently, the Women’s Center had to close its door due to financial problems. Although, not personally involved with the center, I do know they were working at implementing an escort service in hopes this would solve the rape problem in our community.

The student government candidates also used this issue in their campaign. I, for one, think something should be done about these problems now that the election havoc is over and our votes are in.

There have been attempts to set up rape groups for rape victims and funds have been set aside for medical care, but prevention is really the best solution. An escort system run by responsible, reliable people could be a giant step toward prevention.

It has been my experience to work closely with a campus in southern Indiana that instituted a successful escort service. The whole thing worked out of a rape-crisis hotline on which I was a volunteer. We had walking escorts on campus and drivers for those off campus. The system was free for students and run by volunteers.

Recently, here in Wisconsin, a new rape bill was passed making the legal proceedings in such cases much easier on the victim. This should help women who get raped come forward to prosecute the attacker without fear of getting the “you asked for it” treatment.

There will always be “sickos” running around. I think we should do all we can to say out of his way. But before we all duck into our house and lock the doors tightly when the sun goes down, we should first try and help those others.

One way to do this would be through an escort system so we don’t have to watch the murky shadows of the “drunk men.” Hopefully, we will see some action from student government. Words are good motivators but they are not substitute for action.

Pamela Petillo
Mutant mutilated

To the Pointer,

I wrote a letter to the Pointer, in the last issue, to complain to the campus radio station about the Trivia Contest. Well, I’m writing to complain again, this time to the Pointer. Please correct the mistake you made when you printed the letter. My team is not the Mutated Members. Our name is Mutated Members, there is a difference. All of the Mutated Members will appreciate it if you will make the correction. Thank you.

A Mutated Member

Thompson trips out

To the Pointer,

A note of apology is in order for those of you who anticipated having the opportunity to see and hear Hunter Thompson.

Mr. Thompson could not make it for his scheduled appearance here April 21 due to illness, lack of sleep and a generally burned-out condition. It initially looked like he would be able to reschedule for May 5 but his presence was required for the Texas Presidential Primary to take on any semblance of sanity or significance. Attempts to reschedule sometime before the end of the semester were abortive.

The lines of communication are being kept open and maybe an appearance can be arranged for next semester.

We hope that ticket holders will not feel jilted by the lone appearance or prankster Dick Tuck.

The venture was never intended as a profit-making enterprise.

Sanctimoniously yours,
Albert Stanek

(Pointer Symposium ticket stubs may be brought to the Pointer office Friday afternoon, May 14 for a 50% refund.

Thanks to all the people who voted May 3rd.

Special thanks to those who helped with our campaign.

Jim Eagon
Rick Tank

This week

Our final issue of the semester provides a panoramic view of bustling university life. We have everything from a hot release on Jim Eagon, new Std. Gvt. President to a flick review of "All the President's Men."

Mike Wanserski investigates the wage disputes at Chileda. More details are provided on the closing of Women Helping Women, and the Pointer staff is up to provide our unique selection of the year's Top Ten Topics on the centerfold.

In addition to this, Rondy and Rogers hail the victories of women's track. Environmental Editor, Steve Lybeck, warns of some septic conditions in McDill pond. And, of course, we have our regular columns featuring a nutritious organic delicacy in Co-op Cook and George Leopold’s final comments on the Kennedy assassination.

Details of these tantalizing tidbits can be had with a mere flick of the page. So... Happy Reading!
Burger Chef
Wants To Say...

Thank You!!

MEN'S SANDALS
BY DEXTER
SHIPPY SHOES

12 Styles in Stock

NOTICIAS DE CUERVO

AMIGOS:

Add these words to your basic vocabulary now, whether or not you're planning a trip to Mexico soon.

SPANISH
chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla

ENGLISH
childish old man
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
lard
bedroom slipper

Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe an informed consumer is an informed consumer.

THANKS FOR A GOOD YEAR
Good Luck on Finals
Have a Fantastic Summer
From All of Us At

ELLA'S
(A GREAT PLACE TO DROP IN-CHECK OUT)
Eagon - Tank win by 53

by Gilbert Yerke
Jim Eagon was elected President and Rick Tank was elected Vice-President by a 53 vote margin in Monday's student government elections. The highly competitive race for the executive office ended with the Eagon-Tank ticket receiving 1,123 votes while the Shafer-Moore ticket came in a close second with 1,070 votes.

According to the eligible voters cast their ballots for student government representatives. 2,909 votes were recorded at the polls in the fieldhouse. The registration office reported the 3,160 students who had registered on Monday, Jim Eagon, President Elect, said that he was pleased with the high participation shown in the student vote.

Where do we go now

Women Helping Women closed its doors for the last time at 5:00 pm on April 30, 1976. Only that morning Maggie Cage, director of the center wondered "Where do we go be closing?" That question was asked which part of his campaign platform he would primarily work to implement, he replied, "Everythin". Only the proposal to the _ entire Student Government Association (SGA). Eagon said that he would recommend that he be given the government newsletter. This newsletter is demanded by the new constitution.

According to the new constitution the president must appoint a Student Budget Director. Executive Director and Campus Communication Director. Eagon said that he would probably decide who he was going to appoint to these positions at a later date.

In the meantime, Eagon wants to facilitate better lines of communication between student groups. He said that he would like to visit at least one dorm each week during his term as president. He said that he would set up a studentเคย

of members from COPS, 9 off-campus, 5 members from the College of Letters and Science, 4 from the CNR and 2 from the College of Fine Arts.

The election results were as follows:
President and Vice-President Jim Eagon-Rick Tank 1,123
Joan Shafer-Susan Moore 1,076
Steve Barber-Kathy Grotheck 516
Jon Wallace-Pat Meyer 200

Enrollment points up

There are signs its enrollment will surpass last year's 7,089, but the UWSP will not turn students away this fall. Chancellor Lee Dreyfus told the UWSP Faculty Senate at its biweekly meeting Thursday night that professors are facing a heavier workload under his plan because UW campuses are not scheduled to receive additional funds for the number of students above enrollment targets.

The university's maximum target is about 8,500 for this fall and current indicators show a possible enrollment over 9,000.

UW campuses that don't reach their targets have funds tapped from their budgets, and Dreyfus said he'd rather have Stevens Point come up with surplus than a shortage of students.

Dreyfus likened the current deficit faced by a heavier workload under his plan because UW campuses are not scheduled to receive additional funds for the number of students above enrollment targets.

The university's maximum target is about 8,500 for this fall and current indicators show a possible enrollment over 9,000.
Housing Application Increase

by Gilbert Yerke

The Housing Office reports that there have been 1,394 room reservation requests already this year. Last year at this time there were only 994. This is an increase of 400 applications.

Mel Karg, Assistant Director of Housing, said that these early requests are difficult to interpret. Due to the ceilings being placed at schools around the state, the universities have been plagued with multiple applications by incoming students.

High school counselors have told Karg that graduating seniors are applying to several schools instead of just one and also they are applying earlier.

Karg predicts that the applications for rooms will level off sometime in the middle of the summer. It is still too early to predict next fall’s residence hall population, said Karg.

The Housing Office has been considering several contingency plans, however, to alleviate any fall housing problems. Single room guarantees have been eliminated to make more room available. Karg predicts this action to open up 250 more spaces.

Housing is not considering the Cloister or the Whiting Hotel as alternate housing areas at this time, said Karg. These two facilities may privately offer off-campus housing.

Judge Paul R. Hays, father of the late UWSP Professor of History, Dr. Rhys W. Hays, has provided an initial gift of $10,000 for the establishment of the Rhys W. Hays Memorial Scholarship Fund.

Although details as to disbursement of the fund are still being worked out, it is anticipated that the scholarship will be approximately $600 per year, to be given out annually to students excelling in the field of History.

In addition to the scholarship, a collection of Dr. Hays' published and non-published works is being organized as a memorial publication.

Dr. Hays' published works include a full-length book and several articles on Medieval History which was one of his principle interests during his lifetime. He was also an avid reader of detective stories, especially Sherlock Holmes who was one of Hays' favorite characters, and he has had several of his own pieces published in "The Armchair Detective".

Dr. Hays was with the UWSP History Dept. for 15 years prior to his death in February of this year.

Lawrence S. Eagleburger, number two officer in the U.S. State Department will return to his alma mater, the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point on May 15 to deliver the spring commencement address. Eagleburger served in the Bureau of Intelligence Research as a political analyst on Cuba and by 1966 advanced to the post as special assistant to Dean Acheson, a former Secretary of State.

Eagleburger has been associated with Secretary Kissinger since the start of the Nixon administration. He was most recently mentioned in the controversial new book by Woodward and Bernstein, "The Final Days."

Eagleburger and Scowcroft, assistant to the president-National Security Council collaborated in a letter to the editor of Newsweek criticizing the accuracy of the book. They wrote, "We are described in the book as believing that Secretary Kissinger shaded the truth in testimony on national security wiretap cases. This claim is also totally false. At no time has either of us said nor do we believe that the Secretary has ever done less than tell the whole truth about his role in the wiretap case."

Acid Workshop

A "Nucleic Acid Workshop" held on April 28 and 29 here at UWSP featured Dr. Yasuo Hotta, one of the world's foremost experts on nucleic acids.

Dr. Hotta, the main speaker, has published over 70 scientific articles and has been a visiting scientist in Belgium and Denmark.

Dr. Hotta spoke to 30 Biology students who attended the workshop for independent study credit. The student's work focused on learning laboratory techniques.

The two day workshop is the only one of its kind in the United States. It was initiated by Dr. Douglass Post, Professor of Biology.

Rape Research

The Student Government committee on rape prevention requests the following information:
1) Have you ever been afraid to walk the campus at night?
2) What should be done for better protection of students? More lights? More security patrol?
3) Do you think there are any problem areas on campus? Specify.
4) Have you ever been attacked on campus?

Submit replies to the ballot boxes outside eating centers. Strictly confidential. Your co-operation is appreciated.

IMPORTANT

GRADUATING???
or MOVING NEXT FALL???

Are you a registered Stevens Point Voter?

Please notify the City Clerk: 346-3252

The city of Stevens Point needs your change of address for its records.
Chileda contracts challenged

by Mike Wanserski

Chileda Institute is unique in the field of child care. Treatment is based on one-to-one, therapist-to-child relationships. This treatment is ideal for children with special needs but it can be costly in terms of staff.

Chileda has a staff of nearly one hundred therapists who work directly with the children. Staff salaries at Chileda range from $2,36 per hour to just over $4,00 per hour depending on experience and education. The staff includes full-time, part-time, and a multitude of employees. Last December one of these full-time employees resigned.

Sally Eagon had worked at Chileda for two years, since December of 1973. Before being hired by Chileda she attended a vocational school to get child care assistance and was licensed to run a child day-care center. Sally started work for Chileda receiving $7.20 an hour based on her vocational education. At the time she resigned she was earning $2,86 per hour and is now in the process of filing a suit with the Department of Labor and Human Relations to act on her suit.

There's more to the story, however, than just Sally's contract dilemma. Both Chileda's staff and administration express varying frustration with the hiring process. These frustrations center mostly on money and consequently on wages. Heidel says that the staff was formed by the former corporation. Its business affairs, hiring and salary policies are handled like any other business enterprise. A wage freeze tends to make economics a sticky problem for Chileda employees. The state won't allow a cost increase with the day-to-day profit level things, you can't run a place like this (Chileda) and all be happy.

Heidel related that Chileda does have some employee problems. He stated, "Chileda is not one big happy family, the whole operation would go under in a week. When you get right down to the day-to-day level things, you can't run a place like this (Chileda) and all be happy."

There are other frustrations voiced by some employees at Chileda. Some feel the administration isn't allowing them all they can for the employees and that there is too much attention given to the public. One employee felt there was a conflict between the administration's announced policies and their actual implementation. Others felt there is insufficient communication between Chileda and the state agency. This, Heidel claims, is one of Chileda's main frustrations with the state agency.

In an effort to create a salary basis for Chileda's staff the employees got together to form an association of non-management personnel. They proposed a wage scale based on educational degrees, length of employment, and related experience. The proposal was sent to the Division of Family Services which rejected it. The DFS said Chileda's staff could be paid like any other child care institution.

Don Heidel, the Director of Programming and Administration at Chileda, and one of its founders, said that to his knowledge, no contracts were ever used in the hiring process at Chileda. He did say that they used letters of intent and these were issued to all employees. These letters were used to explain salaries and policy procedures. "If contracts ever did exist," according to Heidel, "they were drawn up by the former business manager, Keith Linstrand, we never used them." (Linstrand was not reached for comment.)

Rolf Sommer, Chileda's Programming Director, who did most of the hiring until now, agreed that no contracts were ever used in hiring at Chileda. "Contract is an erroneous word," said Sommer. "Letters of intent were submitted (to the employees). These letters were merely informational." Heidel further explained, "What happened to Sally (in terms of a raise) is that she got to the ultimate level of her classification and she did not have the qualifications to justify a raise." Because no contracts could be found, Sally can now only rely on the Department of Labor and Human Relations to act on her suit.

Chileda is a private, non-profit corporation. Its basic objectives include hiring and salary policies are handled like any other business enterprise. However, the state, through the Division of Family Services (DFS) determines what ratios are charged for the children's therapy and how their money is to be budgeted. Wages are included in this budget. "When things first got started with Chileda," Heidel explained, "things were loose. Not much was known about administration and salaries were arbitrary at the beginning. There was really nothing to base the (salaries) on." Mitt Varsos, chief psychologist and Director of the Division of Family Services, explained, "Chileda sets its own standards for salaries but these salaries are based on the budget requests made by Chileda. Chileda must meet certain state requirements in order to be budgeted by DFS." However, Heidel stated, "When Chileda is looked at by the state in terms of wages it looks like any other residential child care facility, but Chileda is unique in its philosophy and therapy." Heidel feels the state does not understand Chileda's philosophy.

The state has a broad category of classification for employees in child care in which to base salaries. Chileda provides its own classification. The staff is referred to as Environmental Therapists. Therefore there is some confusion on how to base salaries. Chileda does not get much feedback from the state in terms of job classifications according to Heidel.

Don Heidel admits that the cost for treatment is high at Chileda and all wages are based on this cost. "In order for the staff to receive a pay raise, Sommer said, "the cost per child would have to be raised. The state won't allow a cost increase at this time."

Heidel went on to explain that Chileda itself is not in any financial trouble but there is a definite cash flow problem which means money allocated to one area must be transferred to another to meet that particular budgetary area. He said there hasn't been a raise for the staff in 18 months and admits this may cause a morale problem.

Heidel related that Chileda does have some employee problems. He stated "Chileda is not one big happy family, the whole operation would go under in a week. When you get right down to the day-to-day level things, you can't run a place like this (Chileda) and all be happy."

There are other frustrations voiced by some employees at Chileda. Some feel the administration isn't allowing them all they can for the employees and that there is too much attention given to the public. One employee felt there was a conflict between the administration's announced policies and their actual implementation. Others felt there is insufficient communication between Chileda and the state agency. This, Heidel claims, is one of Chileda's main frustrations with the state agency.

Employees at other child care institutions in the state can more easily fit into job classifications than can those at Chileda, according to Mark Lipscomb, Executive Director of the Association of Child Care Institutions. He claimed, "Other state child care facilities have varying treatment scopes but nothing comparable to Chileda's." Lipscomb further stated, "Costs are high at Chileda because of the one-to-one approach to therapy."

Cost for care at Chileda was $300 per month per child in 1973 and is now at $1000 per month per child and may soon rise again.

It must be remembered, however, that Chileda is a relatively new venture and from the stand-point of its services, a successful one. Its employee and management frustrations are not unlike any other new business enterprise. It must be given time to mature. The administration at Chileda admits they do have some problems to be resolved with both their staff and the state. But their real concern is that they don't want money problems to get in the way of their real objectives, that of the welfare of the children.
by Neil Klotz - college press service

A Student's Guide to Employment: Jobs in the Cracks

This is the second in a two-part series on how students can face the future job market.

And you think things can't get worse.

It's 1980. You return to your old college for graduation. You meet six old friends and go out for a drink. But one person can't pay the tab, because he's unemployed. The class of 1980 graduates and then gets together to eat, drink and be merry. Tomorrow--and for a while after--one out of four of them will be unemployed. You go home through the weekend hot spot. It still is. Ten thousand high school students are looting the downtown. Every other one is unemployed. You get caught in the riot and can't get home. Your boss fires you for missing work.

A small group of job counselors have come up with a different formula for which they claim 80-90 percent success rate. The most recent and fullest explanation of it appears in the book What Color is Your Parachute? by Richard Nelson Bolles ($4.20, Ten Speed Press, Box 410, Berkeley, Ca 94704). As Bolles describes it, the "creative minority's" prescription for sobriety comes down to this:

1. "You must decide exactly what you want to do." Not forever, of course. But if you want more than "just-a-job," you must disregard the traditional advice that you should be as vague as possible about what you want to do in order to take advantage of any vacancies that might open. Waiting for "openings" is just another form of "just-a-job," you must disregard the person whose responsibility it is to solve them.

2. "You must decide exactly where you want to work through your own research and personal survey." This too violates the popular assumption that employers have all the initiative and that you should stand around like a wallflower while the dance passes by.

According to this "laser beam approach," you pick an area of the country, go there, then target a few places you'd like to work and research them exhaustively to try to unearth their problems. The best skill you can present is not credentials or experience, but problem-solving.

Besides reading everything you can about your target organization, you should do a personal survey by interviewing key persons who work there. At this point, you're just gathering information and you should tell them so to take any job candidate-interviewer-pressurer off.

Giving prospective employers this low-key look at you in very important, says Bolles. Most people who make hiring decisions hate job interviews because it puts them through the stress-wringer, and letting an executive "window shop you" creates a good feeling about you.

3. "You must identify the man who has the power to hire you and show him how your skills can help him with his problems."

Once you've identified the problems of your target, go right to the person whose responsibility it is to solve them.

Even if you didn't meet this person "with the power" during your research phase, you have one thing going for you. You set up the interview by saying you want to talk about the problems of his organization and some things you've found that might be helpful. You're offering him something free, instead of putting the burden on him to offer you something as in most job interviews.

If all this sounds like a lot of work, says Bolles, it is. Getting a job that satisfies you may be the toughest job you'll ever have and may take from three to nine months. But on that search may rest the first fifteen years of your future.

But what if you want to create your own job and no existing organization can hold it? Then it might be time to start your own business.

You can find some very practical "how-to" advice on the great leap in the April Ms. magazine. You can find some equally important advice on how to set up your head for the effort in the Seven Laws of Money by Michael Phillips, former banker and now financial counselor for the Whole Earth Catalog Foundation ($4, Word Wheel, Random House).

some of Mr. Phillips' best advice is that you should separate the project you're starting from the problem of your own survival. Otherwise the day-to-day anxiety over making ends meet may be channeled to your new business and kill it.

Phillips and friends have started a network of alternative businesses in the San Francisco area and put out the Briar Patch Review to help others do the same ($5 a year from the Briar Patch, 230 Ellis St., San Francisco, Ca 94102).

Briar Patch? Says Phillips, "The Briar Patch consists of people learning to live with joy in the cracks...will fail young, concerned with the sharing of resources and skills with members of an on-going community...more committed to 'learning how the world works' than to acquiring possessions and status."

Combining a sixty hippies rap with business sense, Phillips may have something. The economy won't avoid a job cataclysm in 1980 by relying on traditional strategies. Within an organization or not, we have to begin to create our own alternate future. That might also mean, for a while, the no-job subsistence work, while sorting things out, travelling or switching projects to gain new insights and meet new people.

If a reply of the '30's does occur, it may be those who "learn to live with joy in the cracks" who provide the model for a new society and who will be holding the nets under the windows on Wall Street.
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I am Nakoosa, the ancient Greek god of falling over. I live in a plush high-rise in Athens, with lots of big paintings and a breathtaking view of the Mediterranean.

The local peasants adore me. You might even say they worship me. Once a week, they bring their little peasant problems to my high priest, and he consults me. I sign some pink slips, write a few letters to influential friends, and the problems are solved.

One day, on a mere whim, the peasants take their problems to Upstart, god of the joy buzzer, instead of me. I get mad. I mean, I'm really burnt. I thunder across the firmament. I jump up and down on the ether. (Good thing it has indoor-outdoor carpeting.) In a fit of pique, I demand a sacrifice of my people.

The terrified peasants bring me the highest sacrifice they can offer: a vestal virgin, a sacramental calf, and a Ronco Vegamatic. And I know the girl—she's only a part-time virgin, on work-study. She has a night job in a massage parlor.

I feel unwanted. I pack up my suitcases and leave Greece. On my way out, I trip over the ocean and set off a volcano near Pompeii. I forget the cask-opener. The monolith says, "Hey sugar, I've exchanged the Vegamatic for a waterexplorer, Knute Nautilus. Of new things, like how to stay under-water, I'm in a fit of pique, I demand a sacrifice of my people."

There's a loud "whoosh," and the sub is out of control. It's spinning like a roulette wheel, lights are flashing, and the siren is whooping. I feel like throwing up, but since I'm wearing a deep sea diving outfit, I decide against it. Then everything stops. It's all completely still, completely quiet. I pick myself up off the floor and look out the porthole.

I am in a plush hotel suite. I can see a wide white bed, a formal dining room, and a living room. I get out of the sub. I don't seem to be under-water, so I take off my diving suit. I hear a strange sound, and turn quickly. There's a big black monolith in the bed. I figure, this is what happens when you don't make reservations. I head for the door, only to find that it's only painted on. The monolith says, "Hey sugar, come on to bed, I won't bite." It's a woman monopolist!

Anyway, we hit the hay, and had a wild night together. I learned all sorts of new things, like how to stay under-water, and how to make a hand-axe out of a sharp stone and a baboon's forearm.

The next morning, I feel really weird. I find myself in a big bubble. I'm a Sea-Baby, rising from the depths of the ocean. Slowly I approach the surface. I have the strangest feeling I'm about to be sued by Stanley Kubrick.
For a while, Old Main's fate became the concern for many of us. The 82 year-old building was doomed for possible demolition by 1977 because of its deteriorating condition and safety hazards. Recently several individuals on campus became optimistic about the chance for restoration and preservation as a more positive alternative.

Last Fall, UW System specialists from Madison took another look at Old Main revealing that it could be upgraded to fulfill safety codes, and thereby be saved from being raised. The $850,000 state allocated for its demolition and remodeling of "an existing campus structure to house administrative offices" could be used for renovation and repair surgery on Old Main.

Preserving Old Main is about the most "effective and efficient utilization of state's resources," said Dr. Dave Coker, assistant chancellor for University Services, one of the advocates for keeping Old Main alive and in good health.

Rape crisis

Rape was a frequent issue and had almost an equal amount of concern and attention since last Fall. This resulted from an upsurge of sexual assaults in Stevens Point and a growing awareness of a problem that cannot be eradicated by old attitudes and out-of-date rape laws more harmful to victims than a deterrent to the crime.

Women Against Sexual Assault (WASA) was organized. It dealt with prevention, education and counselling for victims. A new rape bill is also up for proposal. This will recommend changes to current treatment of rape trials. The strongest proposal extracted from all this attention is that women upon being sexually assaulted should, without hesitation, report the crime to the police. As Women Helping Women Inc. stated: "The less rape is reported, the more it will occur."

The Stevens Point police seem to be super-sensitive to the problem and will treat victims and cases with understanding.
Unofficially named "Dreyfus Lake", the project was the original brainchild of Chancellor Dreyfus who sparked the concept of a campus lake for recreational and academic purposes, when he first came to this campus. The proposed estimate—$300,000—was rejected by the state building commission and revoked when Sentry needed fill for its multi-level parking ramps embankments.

Concerned with how such operations will affect the environment, Lyle Updike, who was student government president then, decided that the Environmental Impact Assessment of the lake released in December, 1974, was inadequate. He wanted more pertinent answers, specifically about water quality of the new lake. Byron Shaw, an associate professor of soil and water science at UWSP, predicted that the water would be of good quality.

Some recent statistics of the lake include depth, with 25 to 27 feet at the deepest part and an overall average of 17 feet.

Concerned persons are worried about the usage of the lake. According to the Environmental Impact Association, a primary purpose of the lake is "Provide academic research and outdoor laboratory facility to carry on aquatic studies."

Remember last Fall in October 1975, when the campus was humming with speculation about the possibly sinking Sentry Insurance Complex north of the University?

It turned out that the gargantuan concrete structure destined to be the Sentry Insurance International Headquarters has 'fist size cracks' running in the concrete buttress columns. Consequently, work was halted in the affected area and 100 of the 400 workers were laid off. A Pointer reporter was promptly on the scene. His report revealed that in spite of the fears, vice president Tom Leech of Sentry Insurance, had assured the community there was "no danger of collapse." He also said that the problem was a "highly technical one" and involved "a tendency of the steel joints not being able to stand the stress."

Meanwhile Pointer reporters and photographers were denied entrance to the site and Sentry Insurance spokesmen were reluctant to yield further comment and information. Publications manager George Miller stated that: "When we have precise information and when the problem has been fully resolved... all representatives of interested media should be informed."

A task force of engineers, builders, consultants and architects were brought in to access the problem and its severity. Although it promised answers in "a week or ten days", it was over a month later when Sentry notified its employees about a probable construction delay. Instead of the original target of early 1977, the completion date was moved forward to mid 1977. Experts then were still debating as to how the problem would be rectified.

Thus we wait and anticipate the moment when we can visit a completed Sentry "monument" out on Moses Creek Marsh.
For Sale:

Two Altec B74A speakers. Excellent condition. New $500. $300 now. Phone 341-7503 after 5.

Fender Telecaster-Thin line model. White ash with natural finish Gibson Frets-easy to grab the strings, semi hollow body. Has a very clean sound and plays in tune. 341-6333, 341-5447.


AKAI Tape Deck, reel to reel Auto reverse $100, Car to P Carrier $10. Call after 5, 421-2089.


A large insect collection with nice display boxes -3 boxes. $6 per box. Call 715-445-2458.

A blind blue-white mural collie pup to give away. 715-445-2458.

Ride Wanted: For two persons to Florida, or South, after exams. Call Matt 341-4683.

Lost:


1 pair of white uniform slacks with elastic waist-somewhere in the vicinity of St. Michael's Hospital. Call Mary at 344-8333.

A white gold ring with a pale green birthstone. Reward!!! Irreplaceable due to sentimental value. 341-2384.

1 green 80 sheet spiral bound notebook and one Geology 194 Lab Book. Reward. John 422 Sims x-2769.

Gold Oval Pendant earring in University Center or Fine Arts Bldg., or on campus between these locations. Reward. Call 344-7661.

Girls track and field statistics including 1 clip board, purple university folder and four manilla colored folders. Lost on Coleman Field on afternoon of April 28th. If found please contact Linda Keiper at 341-5210 anytime before 3. 341-0913 after 5.

For Sale:


Notice:

Jobs Jobs Jobs

College trained men 'and women will be considered to supplement our permanent staff in district offices throughout the U.S. These positions are full time summer jobs. We are searching for applicants who are ambitious, dependable and hard working. Excellent opportunity for advancement. You may continue to work on a part time or full time basis next fall if you desire. For district offices address, for appointment with our local manager call Robbie between 9am and 5pm Mon. through Fri. In Madison call 1-608-251-0935. In Milwaukee call 1-414-342-1700.

All items out on loan from the Health Center (vaporizers, canes, crutches, etc.) are to be returned to the Health Center by May 7, 1976.

Full time summer work: Earn $5,000 this summer. Only requirements are neatness in appearance and the desire to work. See Mr. Bradford in the Muir Schurz room in the UC on Friday, May 7, 10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 3, or 4 sharp.

Interested in no-frill low cost jet travel to Europe, Africa, the Middle East, the Far East? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS has been helping people travel on a budget with maximum flexibility and minimum hassle for six years. For more info call toll free 800-225-5569.

Ride needed out West (Arizona) week of May 22. Call Sue at 341-6215.

Wanted:

Will pay for boards from your dorm rooms. Call Christy x-2409, rm 224.

Off-campus housing for fall semester of 1976 for 1 female. Prefer own room. Please call 344-3338, ask for Joan.

College girls 8 vacancies in furnished, 4 bedroom home. 2045 Portage St. 12 week utilities included.312-882-4833.

A used 12-14 foot sailboat. Also a 10-speed bike in good condition. 346-2538, rm 403 Doug.

Apartment room in Stevens Point area will take non-smoker and give back in fall. Jon 422 346-2029.

1 or 2 girls to sublease a house for next year. 1 block from campus. Call Dino x-4550, rm 242.


Male CNR student seeks another to share cabin in rural Amberst. Own bedroom. $41.00 a month Call 896-3426 evenings or weekends.
Power producing props

by Steve Lybeck

If wind can power windmills to pump water, why can't it be used to produce electricity?

It can!

During the 1930's wind powered electric plants were used in remote areas where the distance from the power companies to the place electricity was tapped was too far from transmission lines. Wind plants served to produce small amounts of power.

More recent developments have brought wind plants back into use. There are several companies (mostly foreign), that make wind plants. Dunlite has a small plant with a 12 foot diameter blade. Grumman has a 25 footer with an output of 1500 to 2000 KWH a month and there is a 122 foot blade on a plant in Ohio. Many of the old 12 foot, 32 volt Jacobs plants formerly used in this country have been rebuilt and put back to work.

Wind plants for small scale power production usually have a 12 foot diameter blade mounted on a low RPM generator or alternator. The entire unit is mounted on a tower. An 8 to 10 mph wind is usually required to turn the prop which turns the armature in the generator and produces current.

The current is stored in banks of storage batteries or converted to 110 volts A.C. for use in the home. Excess current that is not needed in the home can enter a power conversion unit (PCU) and pass directly into the power company's transmission lines.

A home plant with a PCU tied into the power grid is a practical unit. When wind speeds are low and the plant is not producing enough power for the home, the power grid serves as a backup. When surplus power is available, the power passes into the power grid and the owner of the home plant gets paid for it. The home meter actually runs backward!

Wind generating systems can be set up that operate independent of power company power. Steve Paul of Best Energy Systems for Tomorrow, Necedah, WI has one of these plants. Paul has a wind generator that is tied into a bank of storage batteries which can store power for three days. When the wind plant is not producing enough power for his home, and the charge on the batteries has drawn down, a LP gas powered generator produces power. Wind or no, wide spread power outages or not, the Paul home has its own power.

Several companies are in the business of dealing, installing and reconditioning old wind plants. They also sell and install new plants. Wind Works of Muck-wanago, WI has been in the business for several years. Steve Paul's business is another. Paul also deals with selling, rebuilding, and installing backup electrical systems.

Paul feels the old Jacobs plants are still the best around. There were 2000 of these plants produced in the mid-Thirties. The Jacobs plants have been time tested and have proved their dependability. The Jacobs units were 32 volts which can be converted to 110 volts DC with an inverter.

Paul has been interested in alternative forms of power for many years. He lives in a modern wooden frame home heated with wood and powered by his own electrical system.

The cost of installing a home wind plant is high. A new Dunlite with a 12 foot blade costs $3400, add to that a tower and installation costs. A rebuilt Jacobs plant installed and operating costs $8000. The Jacobs plant produces about 200 to 300 KWH a month, (the approximate monthly consumption of an average home).

Some considerations should be made before installing a wind plant: How much wind is available? (check US Climatic Atlas and do spot checks on location). The Initial investment. The monthly output of the unit in KWH. (Some manufacturers rate their units in KWH but not on a monthly basis!).

Electricity is one of the most useful forms of energy. It takes vast amounts of other fuels to produce it. One fifth of the electrical power produced goes into useful energy. Power is lost in the production, transmitting, and transforming processes. The most efficient electrical plants operate at 37 percent efficiency.

Fuels used by power companies have been increasing in cost. Utility rates reflect these increases and are unpredictable. Wind power is one solution to another source of power production.

Paul is optimistic about the future of wind power in this country. He is waiting for new developments. Units could be mass produced more economically. Bigger machines will increase the output of wind generators. Paul said the PCU system and solar cells which are being worked on to produce electricity could revolutionize power production in America.
More nutrients in McDill Pond

by Steve Lybeck

A 54 unit subdivision complete with septic tanks and nutrient pollution is planned for the east side of McDill Pond. The developers, Albert Feltz and Donald Epstein, are trying to work out their differences with the city of Stevens Point.

The subdivision is in the Town of Plover but lies within the city's extraterritorial jurisdiction. The area could be annexed by the city in the distant future.

David Medin, the city's inspection and coordination administrator and an expert on soil and water nutrient flows, said there will be nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium getting into McDill Pond from septic tanks. Medin proposed no septic tanks be allowed on outlots without the approval of all authorities involved.

The State Board of Health passed the proposed plan but they have no concern for nutrient flows.

The future of McDill Pond is in the hands of the people making decisions on this issue. Another meeting will be held on May 15. Why can't the developers put in sewer lines? They could get their additional investment back with the price of a lot.

The Pointer urges you to contact your alderman and write letters to the city paper. Tell them we don't want to walk on McDill Pond except in winter.

Insulated Hot Water Heater

Insulating your electrical hot water heater can cut your fuel bill. Dave Kruschke of Wild Rose, Wisconsin cut his electric bill to almost one third by insulating his electric hot water heater.

The Kruschke home had been using about 600 KWH of electricity a month. After insulating the water heater and turning the temperature setting down to 120 degrees F., the monthly consumption was 220 KWH.

Two inch thick styrofoam was used to entomb the water heater. Panels were cut into the sidewalls of the box to allow access to the controls. The entire box was filled with small beads of styrofoam (like the filling of a beanbag chair).

Caution: Do not try to insulate a gas hot water heater.

Eco-briefs

People Surveyed on Nuclear Power Situation

In a survey recently distributed throughout the Stevens Point area, it was discovered that 62 percent of those surveyed did not want a nuclear power plant built in the area. The survey was distributed to eight wards of Stevens Point to obtain a cross-section of the community.

A group of university students conducted this survey, called the Nuclear Energy Committee (NEC). Their purpose was to test the knowledge of the community concerning the use of nuclear power and their attitudes toward the construction of a nuclear power plant in the area.
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Nick, the elder of the two, is a junior majoring in math and has started every game since coming to UWSP. John is a sophomore majoring in physical education and he, too, has started every game since coming here. But the similarities between the two brothers seem to end right there.

Nick is much larger physically than John although they are only one year apart. Nick throws with his left arm and bats right, while John throws with his right arm and bats left. Nick hits with power while John tends to hit singles and doubles. Nick shows little emotion while John plays with feeling and excitement. Although they are brothers, they are vastly different which makes the combination unusual.

Nick and John have played on the same team since they were in Little League. As brothers grow up together they tend to compete against each other but according to Nick, the elder of the two, is a junior majoring in math and has started every game since coming to UWSP. John is a sophomore majoring in physical education and he, too, has started every game since coming here. But the similarities between the two brothers seem to end right there.

Nick feels that playing with his brother for so long has benefited each of them quite a bit. "We always talk to each other when one of us gets into a slump or have problems in the field. I think I can more to each other than anyone else about baseball. We tend to play closer attention to each other because we have been playing together for so long."

After a great high school career, Nick was drafted by the Chicago White Sox but turned down this opportunity to play pro ball. "To tell you the truth, I just didn't have the confidence. I think I would have been in the minor leagues for quite a few years and from what I've heard, I don't think I'd like it there."

Two up-and-down years at UWSP nick is now having his best year in baseball. His 11 home runs lead the team and his 26 RBIs are second while batting .370. After an outstanding year at the plate with the scouts watching, Nick still has no desire for pro ball. "I love playing here at Point and have a good job lined up for the future so I probably wouldn't sign even if I got drafted again."

John sees things a bit differently. He'd like to give pro ball a shot if he had the opportunity. He's attended a few tryout camps and has had good reviews from the scouts. John also had an outstanding high school career and decided to follow Nick to UWSP. He was named to the all-conference team as a freshman and is having a great year as a sophomore batting .374.

Although the Bandow brothers are different in many ways, they have one idea on which they couldn't agree more and that is to help being a conference championship to UWSP. Mrs. Bandow wasn't the case with Nick and John. "Although they always played on the same team, there wasn't a stiff rivalry between the two. They were best friends. Even as youngsters they never criticized but helped and praised each other."

Women take state track crown

Women's Track: Last week the Pointer trackmen took part in the conference relays held at River Falls. The Pointers placed third. Wind La Crosse and Whitewater. "Our distance men ran well, our vaulters performed well, and our weight men performed well," said Head Coach Don Amiot. Don Broome broke the 1,500-meter mile steeplechase with a time of 9:00:0. Dennis Rue jumped 49'4" in the high jump, Dave Holmes tossed the discus 167'7", and Paul Niehaus walked the 10,000-meter walk in 51:44:0.

This Friday and Saturday, the Pointers take part in the Outdoor Conference Meet at Whitewater. La Crosse is the defending champ with Whitewater putting on a hard challenge. "These two teams are the probable favorites," said Amiot, "But for us to do well the team will have to make a great effort." Not all the performers are in good physical condition. Buntman, Rue and Fromm are hurting, but are expected to compete and give their best.

"You can recognize the champion in the athlete because the champion has talent for good performances and realizes it," said Amiot. "They have to give it its all the time."

Special Note: I would like to thank all the coaches and athletes who took their time to talk to me and answer my questions. I had a special thanks goes out to all the athletes for participating in the sports we covered this year. Hopefully, we will be able to cover more of the sports and in greater depth next year. Without the sports program I would have not had a job. Again, thank you.

Ed Rogers

Debra Vercauteran

The team captured four firsts with Kris Gunderson winning the high jump at 5'2". Dee Simon taking the javelin with her best toss of 128'7". Debbie Vercauteran winning the 440 and Jill Larke claiming the 880.

"The depth of our team helped make up for the seconds and thirds which helped us claim the championship," said Head Coach Linda Moley.

Womens Track: The women's track team began five years ago and it took the Pointer women only this short time to capture the state championship. Last Friday and Saturday, the women became the champs when they participated in a meet at Kenosha. Teams participating included Milwaukee, La Crosse, Oshkosh, Eau Claire, Parkside, Superior, Carroll, Platteville, River Falls, Whitewater, Stout, Carthage, and the Pointers.

Anne Okonek and Cathy Goossen both helped the UWSP track team to its recent state title. Both were involved with second place finishes. Okonek grabbed two individual second places, throwing the shot put 41-0 1/4 and the discus 120-1. Goossen was a member of the mile relay, had been run with the team's victory with a second place finish in the meet's final event.

The team captured four firsts with Kris Gunderson winning the high jump at 5'2." Dee Simon taking the javelin with her best toss of 128'7". Debbie Vercauteran winning the 440 and Jill Larke claiming the 880.

"The depth of our team helped make up for the seconds and thirds which helped us claim the championship," said Head Coach Linda Moley.

Anne Okonek

Dee Simon

Tennis: Last week the tennis team defeated South Dakota State 8-1, defeated Bradley of Peoria, Ill. 9-4, and then lost to Northern Iowa 5-1. The match with Northern Iowa was called due to the poor weather. Carlson defeated the Pointers also. The Pointers placed seventh in the Invitational.

On Wednesday, the Pointers hosted Madison and on Thursday they participated at Oshkosh in the Conference Meet.

Dee Simon

Winners in the match with South Dakota State were Vinh Pham, Dave Fletcher, Mike Lewis, Bruce McNeel, Bob Jochek, and Dan Howell in singles. Pham and Wylie and Lewis and Schumacher won doubles for the Pointers. Bradley dominated all singles and doubles in their match with the Pointers.

Against Northern Iowa, McNeel was good in singles while the doubles were called due to weather conditions.

by Kim Wiesniewski

Many of the great baseball teams, whether they be high school, college, or professional, have a solid defense. The most important part of that defense is what baseball people call "up the middle." The pitcher, catcher, shortstop, second baseman, and centerfielder make up the middle of the defense. These are vital positions for any baseball team.

The Bandow brothers are the first brother combination to play for UWSP in many years. Many of the coaches around the WSUC hope it'll be the last.

The UWSP baseball team is solid defense. The "up the middle" positions make it solid. Two brothers who play second base and center field and who possess defensive talent that is the envy of opposing coaches.

The coach the opposing coaches envy is UWSP baseball coach Ron Stein. The players are Nick and John Bandow.

The last years of high school, or professional, have a solid defense. The most important part of that defense is what baseball people call "up the middle." The pitcher, catcher, shortstop, second baseman, and centerfielder make up the middle of the defense. These are vital positions for any baseball team.

The Bandow brothers are the first brother combination to play for UWSP in many years. Many of the coaches around the WSUC hope it'll be the last.

The UWSP baseball team is solid defense. The "up the middle" positions make it solid. Two brothers who play second base and center field and who possess defensive talent that is the envy of opposing coaches.

The coach the opposing coaches envy is UWSP baseball coach Ron Stein. The players are Nick and John Bandow.
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Womens Track: The women's track team began five years ago and it took the Pointer women only this short time to capture the state championship. Last Friday and Saturday, the women became the champs when they participated in a meet at Kenosha. Teams participating included Milwaukee, La Crosse, Oshkosh, Eau Claire, Parkside, Superior, Carroll, Platteville, River Falls, Whitewater, Stout, Carthage, and the Pointers.

Anne Okonek and Cathy Goossen both helped the UWSP track team to its recent state title. Both were involved with second place finishes. Okonek grabbed two individual second places, throwing the shot put 41-0 1/4 and the discus 120-1. Goossen was a member of the mile relay, had been run with the team’s victory with a second place finish in the meet’s final event.

The team captured four firsts with Kris Gunderson winning the high jump at 5'2". Dee Simon taking the javelin with her best toss of 128'7". Debbie Vercauteran winning the 440 and Jill Larke claiming the 880.

"The depth of our team helped make up for the seconds and thirds which helped us claim the championship," said Head Coach Linda Moley.

Women take state track crown

Women take state track crown

Sports shorts

While in high school, Okonek won the state shot put title in 1975 after placing fourth the previous year. Okonek has an undeclared major, while Goossen is majoring in business administration.

Ed Rogers
regular

columns

Vet's Corner

News for campus vets

by Mark Deaton

The last day of exams this semester is May 15, 1976. This will be the date in which the Veterans Administration (VA) will prorate the monthly allowance. For example: A single veteran will receive $135.00 instead of the normal rate of $270.00. A married veteran will receive $160.50 instead of $331.00.

Veterans who are returning to summer school, make sure you complete the VA registration card at the Registration Office, so that the school can ascertain to the VA that you will be attending school during the summer.

If you are a continuing student from spring semester to summer semester on a half time or more basis, you may be eligible for continuous pay from the VA as long as there is not one calendar month between semesters. This means you can get paid for the semester breaks as long as you qualify as a continuing student at the same school.

Also available to both part time and full time undergraduate students during the summer session is the tuition, fee, and book reimbursement from the State of Wisconsin's Veteran's Department. Graduates will also be eligible if they have no remaining GI bill entitlements. This reimbursement is only available to Wisconsin veterans. Application must be made before the course is completed. See the County Veterans Service Office at the Court House for application.

Recent polls indicate that as many as 75 percent of the American public believe the Warren Report to be false. This represents probably the highest percentage of agreement on a single issue in America today. Yet, if this is true, why isn't anything being done? I believe the answer lies in the fact that we are being misled by not only our government, but also by the American press and irresponsible critics who specialize in theories and rank speculation as to who killed John Kennedy. If these conditions persist, the calls for the re-investigation of the Kennedy assassination will never be heeded.

It has been my intention throughout to stay within the framework of the facts: for the facts, no manner how well hidden among the 10,000,000 words of the Report, will be the tools used to get the case reopened and the truth out at last. I have raised many questions concerning the assassination and its investigation, but the facts bear out three basic points:

1. There was a conspiracy to kill President Kennedy.
2. Lee Harvey Oswald did not participate in the assassination of the president (i.e. he fired no shots).
3. The Warren Commission, along with the FBI and others, knowingly covered-up the investigation of the assassination of an American president.

These are serious charges, but this is also what the evidence shows when presented in a reliable, sane manner.

Hopefully, I have made the reader aware of the serious nature of this issue, because he-she deserves to hear both sides of it. In the words of Harold Weisberg (who is very anxious to speak at this campus), "the word is at last out...it will not be the last word."

Co-op cook

Recipes for good health

by Carrie Wolvin

This column has hit a lot of the bases and managed to pretty much miss deserts. Well, the wholesome life has its sweet endings too, and here is a select pair, not only sweet but easy too.

CRAZY CAKE

1 1/3 cups flour (up to 1/2 soy flour)
2 Tbs cocoa
1 tsp soda
1 cup sugar or honey
5 Tbs oil
1 Tbs vinegar
1 tsp vanilla, or mint extract
1 cup cold water

Throw everything in a bowl and beat until smooth. Pour into a buttered 9x9x2 pan and bake at about 325 degrees for about a half an hour, until firm. This is really moist and brownie like so you may get away without frosting it. One last variation is to use vanilla and add a Tbs cinnamon.

MARTY'S PIE

1/4 cup biscuit mix (see previous column)
1/4 cup sugar
3/4 oz. coconut, 1 cup
4 eggs
2 cups milk (soy can be used)
1 tsp vanilla
3 Tbs butter

Blend it all in a blender, or just beat the hell out of it with a beater; then pour into a buttered 9" pie pan. Bake it 400 degrees oven about half an hour, until custard sets. Serve cold.

Carrie's variation on Marty's Pie

Use yogurt instead of milk and let it mellow at least 8 hours.

Speaking of mellow, how 'bout that friendly atmosphere and the good prices at the ELLIS STREET CO-OP, 1916 Ellis Street. If you want to see the old store, just hurry up. If you want to see a bigger, better stocked store, anti-up.
Borski’s speculative vision

by Carol Rucks

Robert Borski is a long, lean, long-haired blond who appears at first to be reticent and mid-
mannered, almost shy. First im-
pressions can be exceedingly
wrong. He is instead articulate,
self-assured and somewhat in-
timidating. Only the mid-
mannered part is true.

Borski is a speculative fiction
writer who has been writing for
about ten years. He was born and
raised in Stevens Point and has
been living here (intermittently) all
his life. He graduated from UWSP
in 1972 with a major in German
and French.

His short stories have appeared in
the Emphasis series—two of three
fiction magazines—the technically
oriented Analog, and the more
experimental Fantasy and Science
Fiction. He has published a short
story in the Emphasis series
published by Ballantine in a slate of
anthologies heralded as featuring
“the best new science fiction
writers” (the British based Science
Fiction Monthly and Analogary
Anthology (Arrow Books), and he
also appears in a SF anthology
published by J’ ai lu of Paris,
France.

He submitted his first story in
1970 and collected rejection slips
for two years until David Gerrold
purchased a 4,000 word story from
him. His net take-home pay for that
first story was $140, plus royalties.
He is currently working out of a
New York-based literary agency,
Kirby McCauley, Inc.

In 1973 Borski attended a Clarion
Writer’s Workshop which was held
at Michigan State University. Only
twenty-five persons nationwide
were selected for this six week long
session.

Borski is very serious about
writing and plans to make a living
out of it. “About my chances of
making it professionally,” he says,

“It’s no longer a question of
whether I’m good enough, but
whether I can discipline myself to
writing X amount of words a day.
I’m a very slow writer; I’m in some
stage of rewriting ninety percent of
the time.”

In the past five years Borski
claims to have met close to fifty
individuals who also want to make a
living as writers. He says that of
these fifty, only one he knows has
succeeded. He blames this largely
on what he calls a non-realistic
approach: people fail because they
don’t allow themselves to develop
through exercise and perseverance.

Borski likens many people’s quest
to be writers as analogous to the
endless and difficult fate of
Sisyphus (the patron saint of would-
be writers, he claims.)

Although Borski has taken a few
creative writing classes at UWSP
recently, he feels that they have
been a disappointment. “Anyone
who believes creativity can be
taught is a tenacious but mungoloid
idiot”, he says. He feels writing
classes would be more beneficial if
they “Stressed the fundamentals
and mechanics of good writing and
gave you something to hold yourself
up against when it comes to self-
criticism, instead of merely ofer-
ning a personal or idiosyncratic
point of view”. He says that self-
criticism is the single most im-
portant thing to learn in writing or
any craft.

Borski does feel grateful,
however, for the training he
received from his classes in foreign
language. He claims it helped
sensitize him to words and to
language in general, and helped
him to come to a better under-
standing of the mechanics of the
English language. He also lists the
support and encouragement of his
family and friends as a valuable
fostering agent.

Currently Borski is working on a
novel called The Phoenix Is a
Schizophrenic Bird, a semi-
autobiographical first novel which
he claims is about what poet James
Dickey referred to as “That eternal
process most obsessively wrong in
the world” (death).

---

Bluegrass bow out

The “Safety Last String Band”
will play together for the last
time Tuesday May 11 at 8:45 in Allen
Center Upper.

The group has been together for
two years and has played in such
places as the Yacht Club, Big
Daddy’s and Gosh’s. “Of course,
said Paul Bentzen, banjo player
for the group, “we have had a few
prestigious jobs too.” Some of the
more notable places the band has
played, said Bentzen, include Carla
Country Song in Crandon and the
Clov ren Barre l house in Eagle
River.

“We were even going to cut an
album at one time,” said John
Ullrich, bass player for the group.
The cover was going to be a map of
the United States and we were going
to change the name of the group
to the ‘Upper U.S. Blue-
grass’”, he said. But they
decided against doing the album
because no one liked the name.

“The Safety Last String Band,”
which plays mostly Blue Grass
music, has played with a few big
name groups over the years. Mason
Profit, Brewer and Shippy, and the
Monroe Doctrine were some of
them.

“These gigs were mostly for fun,”
said Bentzen. “We never did make
a lot of money.”

The group will be playing their
last gig with a couple of well-known
bluegrass musicians, namely
Josh Graves and Bobby Smith. Graves
used to play with Flatt and Scruggs
and is famous for developing a
new style for playing the Dobro
guitar. Bobby Smith plays at the
Grand Ole Opry in Nashville and has
cut a number of albums.

Other members of the group
besides Bentzen and Ullrich are
Tom McComb, Jerry Liszewski
and guest artist Mike Dowling.

---

20% OFF ON DRY CLEANING WITH STUDENT I.D.

Olympia is a quality bar and grill
in the heart of downtown
Madison.

We specialize in prime steaks
and seafood, and offer a wide
range of beer and wine.

Come in and enjoy our
comfortable atmosphere.

www.olympiawisconsin.com
Stones gather moss

"Black and Blue"
The Rolling Stones
Rolling Stones Records Col 79104
Words We Can Dance to
Steve Goodman
Asylum 2C-1061
Records courtesy of Common House
Reviewed by Gregg Marr

In music the word filler has a special meaning. On a Top 40 song it is the repetition of a chorus or solo to get three minutes from a two minute song. On an album it is the needless riffs and long fade-outs that put one side worth of music on two sides. To be more specific, filler is the new Rolling Stones album — Black and Blue.

What little good music is found on this album is overshadowed by needless, boring, trite repetition. In places it is good, but taken as a whole it sounds like local junior group tuning up for a battle of the bands. Jagger, never having been accused of having a good voice, goes out of his way to insure that no one would ever consider accusing him of that. Jagger is not solely at fault however. The entire band plays with unaccustomed restraint.

This is not to say I had not expected change from the Stones. Change is essential and welcome to music but a group must recognize its limits. Change simply for the sake of change can result in chaos and in this case, it is not far from chaos. The music of Black and Blue sounds misdirected and misguided. It sounds like the experimental stuff of rehearsals and practice sessions — hardly a finished product.

"Cherry Oh Baby" for instance is a reggae type number that would be funny had it been found on a Cheech and Chong album. Jagger tries to mimic a Jamaican style singer that is almost pathetic.

"Hot Stuff," the first cut, is done in a disco fashion with its rhythmic drive and constant beat but it lacks the true energy of a good (if indeed there is such a thing) disco song. "Hot Stuff" goes on, and on, and on, and on, like a broken record with Jagger groaning and wheezing in the background.

A few songs have promise, like "Melody" and "Memory Motel" but both suffer from a lack of polish and a sense of timing, in that they rambled on repetitiously for no conceivable purpose. In "Memory Motel" Jagger wails on and on with the line "You're just a memory..." as though he were singing the Stone's swan song.

There are a few gems buried deep in this piling and they would be worth looking for if it were possible to extract them without the accompanying noise. Since that's impossible you'd be better off avoiding getting any lumps and leave Black and Blue alone.

Another album that fails to excite is "Words We Can Dance To" by Steve Goodman. At least, that's the way it's written on the cover. It turns out to be a collective effort by Goodman and some friends who have helped Steve in the past.

Goodman is an excellent and witty song writer as well as a fine guitarist. Neither of these qualifications are found in great abundance on this album. Only one song is his alone, with most of the others being co-authored by up to seven people or written by persons other than Goodman. His guitar playing is lost deep in the band.

The album is saved in that most of the material is still in the familiar hands of John Prine, and Steve Goodman vein. The main criticism then is basically Goodman refuses to show off his greatest talents and shares the load with his friends. That's good for being a hit around the old neighborhood but it leaves most of us wanting and waiting for the next "real" Steve Goodman.

"Presidents Men" successful

by George Gaetuer

With strokes that sound like gunshots a typewriter bangs out June 3, 1972, the date of the break-in at the Democratic National Headquarters. Watergate and its frightening implications are compacted into a one hour and 20 minute film called All the President's Men. It will be showing at the Campus Cinema in Stevens Point through May 13.

The film is based on a novel by Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, the two reporters who broke the Watergate story for the Washington Post.

Robert Redford plays Woodward and Carl Bernstein is played by Dustin Hoffman.

Two unknown city reporters are assigned to cover a break-in at the Watergate Hotel in Washington D.C. They discover that the real story goes far beyond the hotel and that it involves persons in the office of the President of the United States. Woodward and Bernstein hunt for two years to get solid information proving that Richard Nixon and his crew are liars and crooks while the American people mistakenly assume that they still own the United States.

The director of the film, Alan J. Pakula, shows his talent by using the natural lighting of his sets. The camera focuses in on objects such as the back of a car, making things look tell all.

Many scenes involve telephone conversations. John Mitchell's recorded voice is used in one segment. That recording probably tells more about John Mitchell's personality than all that was written about him.

Woodward sneaks into a parking garage in three scenes to meet a mysterious informer who seems to know all about the clandestine operations. The film never tells its viewers who that information.

The last scene of the film leaves us with one message, Richard Nixon resigns—Gerald R. Ford is the 38th President of the United States.

All the President's Men leaves me with the impression that we do not know all there is to know about the operation of our government. The people of the United States may elect the Devil himself if he croons the right tune. We need more hungry reporters like Woodward and Bernstein to exorcize that which was our government.

---

Free Beer Piwo Nic Nie Kosztuje

Shrimp Bonanza
Every Tuesday Night
A Bounty of Golden Batter Fried Gulf Shrimp
GARDEN GREEN SALAD
choice of our homemade dressings
CHOICE OF POTATO
baked, hash browns or golden french fries
HOMEMADE BREADS
WISCONSIN GRADE A BUTTER
$3.95

Free Beer Piwo Nic Nie Kosztuje

All the Beer You Can Drink With This Meal Is on the House!

Holiday Inn of Stevens Point
Ph. 341-1340

---

Mr. Lucky's
Lucky's
Is Proud to Present
Cimarron Show Review
MAY 14
Starting at 8:30
Cover Charge Only $1.50

---

Some things never change:
First hird at in 1939 with a "Superior to the best" sign with which to open milk and fruit cans. The sleek steel line of the classic beer hook had to wait the invention of the beer can by American Can in 1955.

When employee Dewey Sampson was detailed to invent this penultimate functional tool, he succeeded in unity 30 years of theory and dreams. In some millions of cans of Oly.

It took skill and ingenuity and the result, which was almost impossible to improve upon. The same goes for Oly. These things never change. A great beer doesn't change. Olympia never will.

Olympia Beer
doesn't get any better.
Polish brothers press their luck

by Mary Dowd

In 1875, the stillness of the Wisconsin pines was shattered by the fitful lumberjack’s cry, “Timber!” It is no coincidence that the birth of area growth and the roots of the small Polish settlement on the north side of Stevens Point originated from the same date. Without the efforts of these people we would not have the Square, the Polish Church or the nationally famed Worzalla Press.

The toiling pines were felled and used to build comfortable wooden houses. These same houses, built in the shape of a cross to commemorate the crucifixion, can be seen today about the countryside. Shrines and grottos soon followed for use during the Holy Day services. Local families would trek from shrine to shrine, saying a short prayer and Crossroads, believed to be an evil spot, were marked by crosses and statues to ward off the devil. This superstition traces back to Pagan times in Poland.

Lumber camps and paper mills occupied most of the new settlers. Some tried farming but found it difficult because of the small, acidic soil. Merchants and traders also found a niche providing the community with needed goods and services. The “Market Square” became the center of commerce and social activity. Produce, vegetables, furs and tobacco were bought, sold and traded. Following these business affairs, the people would gather about in the taverns to exchange news and gossip. This proved a pleasurable and profitable venture and still remains so today.

By 1891, enough immigrants had arrived in the area to justify a small weekly newspaper, Zygzmont “Polarna” to better suit the tastes of the readers in this country came from the East with New York, and the New England states.

Circulation of the “Gwiazda Polarna” was reduced after World War II. The remaining Polish brothers Polish language in the entire United States and Canada. With a circulation of 220,000 in every state in the Union, a number of foreign countries and a few even in the most of the readers in this country came from the East with New York claiming 4,921 subscribers. The midnight reform timely attempt to solve some of the problems, particularly the ones

We must realize, says Commoner, that the environmental crisis is a social issue. It is rooted in our acceptance of environmentally damaging technologies, and will be alleviated only when we, as a society, make the important choices wisely and make use of the technologies that have been invented. Furthermore, we must one day come to the conclusion that technology will solve all our problems. The message of Commoner’s book is that when one gives up the idea that technology will solve all our problems, one is left with the responsibility of finding ways of living within the limits of our environment. The cost of environmental damage must be a total part of the production process. We all know that “there is no free lunch” and now we must live like we know it.

The message of the “Closing Circle” is crucial if mankind is to survive, let alone achieve the good life that he has dreamed of since the beginning.

But this is not a pessimistic book. It does not make us despair or strike out in rage. It says “look, let us learn to live within the limits of our environment. We screw up, we make mistakes, we blunder along. But we have the capacity to care and to think and understand.” Read this book, think about it. Think about it again.
As Student Government president, Lyle Updike fought for the rights of students. He helped establish student control over the student activities fee, and campaigned for student control over the residence halls and university centers. We've made a good start, but it's a big job. As State Representative, Lyle Updike can get the job done.

A graduate of the College of Natural Resources, Lyle Updike views environmental legislation as a product of philosophy and training. It's hard for the environment to get a break when the laws are written by corporate lawyers and big businessmen.

The State Assembly killed the landlord-tenant act. Lyle Updike wouldn't take no for an answer. He authored the landlord-tenant bill of rights and responsibilities. It will be placed before the people in a referendum in September.
THE PEOPLE WILL DECIDE.

We can't sit in the classroom and listen to speechmaking about political problems. That day is gone. Let's get involved in the political system and fight for lasting change. "Register-Vote on September 14th. What you do can make a difference."

LYLE UPDIKE: DEMOCRAT FOR ASSEMBLY
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE

Authorized and paid for by "Citizens for Lyle Updike" - Treasurer: Jim Wanta
P.O. Box 597 Stevens Point, Wis. 54481